
   

Contact
Iran- Bojnord
09154903256 (Mobile)
khalesihanieh@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/hanieh-
khalesi-15b099225 (LinkedIn)
haniehkhalesi.ir/ (Personal)

Top Skills
CSS
Scikit-Learn
Pandas (Software)

Certifications
Machine Learning
Java
Machine Learning with Python
Advanced Python Programming
Python 

Hanieh Khalesi
Python Developer Freelancer
Iran

Summary
Freelance Web Developer with a demonstrated history of
working in the Program Development industry. Skilled in Django
Framework,
Python 
I'm enthusiastic about programming and endeavoring to learn more.

Experience

Recomm Movies
Back End Developer
September 2022 - January 2023 (5 months)

Site Recomm Movies  Features :
- The ability to filter movies based on the country of the movie producer, the
main language of the movie and the genre of the movie.
- The ability to send Movies to your friends via email.
- The ability to rate each movie.
- The ability to search for a movie based on its name.
-The ability to comment for each Movies
- The ability to recommend movies specific to each user according to the
movies that the user has seen on the site and the points assigned to that
movie (Movies for You Page) (this feature is implemented with the machine
learning recommender system.)
- On the RECOMMEND MOVIES page, by entering the name of the movie
and the score you give it, the system will suggest movies that you will
enjoy watching. (This feature is implemented with the machine learning
recommender system.)
- Ability to Register, Login, Forgot Password the site with email 
- The ability to send messages to the site(Contact Page )
- The ability to add a Movies, edit it and delete it by the site admin through the
admin panel
- Api is also written for this site.
- Completing the data on this site has been done with the method web
scraping in Python using Beautiful Soup
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Kalamarket
Python Developer
January 2021 - July 2022 (1 year 7 months)

Related tools and technologies :
Python , Django, MySql, Html, Css, Bootstrap
Implemented User Dashboard (list order, list comment, list product favorite, ...)
Implemented Ordering Process. (Temporary shopping cart, Checkout, Order
Tracking)
Implemented Online Payment Feature
link project : http://dgsmart.haniehkhalesi.ir/

Education
University of Bojnord 
Computer Software Engineering · (2020 - 2024)
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